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OPENING SCENE - TIME INDISTINGUISHABLE

A shoplift door opens and a man stumbles out holding his

hand to his face. Dazed and out of breath it appears that he

has been slapped.

CUT BACK TO

INT. STORE LIFT - A FEW MOMENTS BEFORE

A man and woman stand at opposite ends of a large empty

lift. The woman puts her shopping down to organise the

handles in her hands and picks them up again.

The man BRIAN dressed casually, in his early 30’s leans

against the wall with a CQ magazine underneath his arm

reaches out lazily with his other to press the lift button.

The woman ISOBEL of a similar age, oblivious to the man in

her company absorbs herself in her phone. BRIAN copies her.

The pair continue to ignore each other.

The doors shut and a Voice within the lift announces this.

FADE OUT

THE DOORS SHUT INT.STORE LIFT- A FEW MOMENTS LATER

The atmosphere within the lift is silent for a while apart

from the occasional notification of a text message being

sent or received.

The lift mechanisms loudly pull into gear. Brian and Isobel

finally acknowledge each other.

BRIAN

(swallowing hard)

oh

Nothing appears appropriate to say.

ISOBEL

Brian

He nods. The silence continues as the pair look awkwardly

around the room.

BRIAN ISOBEL

Well. Yeah oh...

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

Brian looks at Isobel properly. The blood draining from his

cheeks.

There is a moment of complete silence.

BRIAN

Are you alr..

ISOBEL

yup.

She scowls at him.

BRIAN

(nervously)

Good.

A squeak comes out of Brian as his mouth cautiously cracks

into an overtly forced smile. Isobel rolls her eyes.

BRIAN (CONTD)

(Trying to be funny)

I’ve heard a lot about you.

Isobel doesn’t laugh but exhales almost painfully looking

down at the floor.

With a loud shudder the lift jerks and Isobel eagerly

prepares to make her swift exit. Brian tries to hide his

emotion.

BRIAN (CONTD)

(matter-of-factly)

Bye then. Take care

Brian pretends to looks back down at his phone as Isobel

waits eagerly by the door ready to leave.

FADE TO

TRAPPED INT.STORE LIFT - A WHILE LATER

A few minutes have passed. Brian is now slouched comfortably

on the floor whilst Isobel resists the urge to turn around

to look at him. She is obviously growing increasingly

impatient.

Brian coughs dramatically trying to tease Isobel.

She remains waiting, frustrated and breathing heavily

through her nostrils desperately trying to rise above it.

He coughs again. She finally traps.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 3.

ISOBEL

Alright Brian I surrender. Happy

now?

BRIAN

(enthusiastically)

Yup.

He smiles at her overtly triumphantly. There is silence

again.

FADE TO

ITS OFFICIAL INT.STORE LIFT - A WHILE LATER

ISOBEL

I think we’re trapped.

BRIAN

It looks like it.

ISOBEL

umm..

BRIAN

(giggling)

Haha its funny really

ISOBEL

(stern)

is it?

Brian realises it is far from funny for Isobel with a tinge

of guilt.

ISOBEL CONTD

I can think of quite a lot of other

places I would rather be than

trapped here with you Brian.

Brian looks hurt.

ISOBEL CONTD

(under her breath)

Some things just never change.

Isobel tries the rescue button aside the lift door but

nobody answers.

BRIAN

(blurting out)

You’re a Johnson now right? That’s

what I heard.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 4.

Isobel pretends not to hear and turns away despites Brian’s

attempts to stop her. She presses the rescue button again

with a desperate look.

ISOBEL

Please please pick up

A crackly voice fills the lift

WOMAN ON THE PHONE

(cheerfully)

Hello! Maintenance services how may

I help you?

ISOBEL

oh hi yeah um. I can’t get out the

lift.

WOMAN ON THE PHONE

Okay don’t panic we have tracked

you down.

ISOBEL

Thanks.

WOMAN ON THE PHONE

Is there anybody else with you?

ISOBEL

Afraid so.

The WOMAN ON THE PHONE laugh echoes off the walls. BRIAN is

not impressed.

WOMAN ON THE PHONE

We are on our way. Stay right where

you are.

The line is cut off. Brian smirks.

ISOBEL

What else are we going to do

really?

After a while the pair sit back down together and Brian

opens up much to Isobels suprise.

BRIAN

Isobel...

ISOBEL

(gently)

yeah?

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 5.

BRIAN

Don’t take this the wrong way

but...

Isobel braces herself

BRIAN (CONTD)

you know after the...

He can’t bring himself to say it so Isobel blurts it for

him.

ISOBEL

Divorce?

BRIAN

(nodding)

Yeah..well I didn’t expect to see

you again after what we said. It’s

weird.

ISOBEL

(nodding back)

I know what you mean.

Isobel stands up to stretch her legs and hide her tears and

Brian does the same. They stand again at opposite ends of

the lift.

FADE TO

EMOTIONS INT.STORE LIFT - A WHILE LATER

They have been stuck a while and emotions are ripe.

Isobel spots a ring hanging from a silver chain around

Brian’s neck and involuntarily curses under her breathe.

Brian clicks that something is wrong. He has never really

understood her. He tries to change the subject.

BRIAN

I hope we get out soon. I’m getting

waffles for tea.

She cracks a smile for a while but soon breaks down.

BRIAN

What?

She points at his neck.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 6.

BRIAN CONTD

oh no no...my dad..he passed away

so yeah.

ISOBEL

sorry.

She has struck a nerve.

BRIAN

(coldly)

Whats it to do with you if I was

engaged anyway?

ISOBEL

What?

BRIAN

Guess. What do you think Isobel? It

was years ago.

They both stand rigid slowly overtaken by guilt. They mouth

the word ’Sorry’ at each other almost in sync. BRIAN covers

his face.

ISOBEL

(emotional outlet)

I knew you never did care Brian I

don’t need you to pretend you

suddenly do now. I’m much stronger

now.

CUT TO

INT. OUTSIDE STORE LIFT - MEANWHILE

Two engineers are working outside the lift rewiring a fiddly

electric panel as they finish their conversation.

ENGINEER 1

Its been ages to be honest I don’t

know what else I can do.

He pauses to concentrate on a delicate bit.

ENGINEER 1 CONTD

Not gonna happen.

ENGINEER 2

Good luck to you though mate I know

you need the money.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 7.

The lift makes a much healthier noise as the men pack up and

depart.

The doors finally open and Brian stumbles out the lift dazed

and out of breath. He holds his cheek as if he has been

slapped.

The perspective switches to the other side and we see

between his fingers and on his neck two bright red lipstick

marks.

He smiles.


